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A look into Halloween at UNH
By Ashlyn Correia
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As midterm exams wrap up and the end of
October nears, it can only mean one thing for
UNH students, “Halloweekend” is approaching.
Just like Homecoming and Cinco de Mayo,
Halloween is one of the most celebrated holidays
on campus.
Students have been diligently planning their
costumes and where they’re going to go this
weekend.
“My favorite part of Halloween is dressing
up,” senior electrical engineering major Maria Panacopoulos said. “I choose to dress up because it’s
the nature of the holiday,” she said, adding that
this year she is dressing as a Greek goddess.
Aside from the variety of costumes, students
always ﬁnd ways to have fun on this holiday.
“Halloween just always makes me feel like
a kid again,” junior athletic training major Sonja

First year senator elections close
Thursday night
By Tyler Kennedy
CONTENT EDITOR
Voting for the position
of ﬁrst year senator opened
up on WildcatLink at 12
a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 26
and is closing at 11:45 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27. Both of
the candidates vying for the
position, biology major and
Williamson Hall resident
Isaiah Laurencelle and business major and Stoke Hall
resident Phillip Kimera, are
traditional ﬁrst year students.
Also included on the ballot
are three write-in spaces.
“The ﬁrst year senator position was created to
represent the student body,
mainly due to the fact that
ﬁrst year students did not
have a chance to vote in the
election for the student body
president, student body vice
president and student trustee,” a ﬂyer for the election
read.
All traditional ﬁrst year
students, non-traditional ﬁrst
year students and ﬁrst year
transfer students have been
given the access to vote in
this election. The results are
to be announced publicly
Friday, with the approval bill
concerning the elected candidate going through Student
Senate during a Sunday, Oct.
30 meeting.
Prior to having their
names placed on the ballot,
Laurencelle and Kimera had
to apply and petition for their
candidacy. UNH Student
Senate Director of Public
Relations Patrick J. Butler
said that the candidates must
ﬁrst ﬁll out a form declaring
their intent to run and then
must collect at least 100 signatures from ﬁrst year students. The Student Senate
Election Committee then
processes these signatures
in order to authenticate that
each name is from a registered ﬁrst year student. Butler said that both candidates
had collected more than the
minimal amount of signaSenate continued on
page 3
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Halloween continued on page 3
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Hassan teams up with Planned Parenthood’s Cecile Richards
By Bret Belden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As Election Day closes in, candidates and
their supporters alike are ﬁtting in last-minute
campaign efforts. Given the nature of many
college students to lean left on the political
spectrum, college campuses have become a
center of focus for Democrats.
That’s why, when New Hampshire Governor Maggie Hassan visited the UNH campus with Planned Parenthood President Cecile
Richards on Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 4 p.m.,

video cameras and reporters lined the room
in anticipation of an inspiring speech. While
the presentation was relatively short, the pair
managed to cover several hot-button topics and
promote a change in establishment.
This appearance in Durham was the ﬁrst of
two events they attended together, the other being in Portsmouth later that day. With less than
two weeks until Election Day, every undecided
vote is an opportunity for either candidate to
take command of the race. Hassan is looking
out for her own interests, as well; since Senate
elections don’t receive as much coverage, she

reaches out often to make her message known.
Both Hassan and Richards touched on the
importance of college voters and the impact
they have on the election outcome. Because
New Hampshire is somewhat of a swing state,
campaign strategies make all the difference in
the Granite State. More importantly, they both
stressed the importance of electing Hassan
to Senate this fall; current Republican Senator Kelly Ayotte opposes many aspects of the
Democratic platform.
Parenthood continued on page 3

SHARPP brings visuals to domestic abuse awareness month

Allison Bellucci/Staff

As part of SHARPP’s Purple Flag Campaign, 322 purple ﬂags are placed outside of the Wolff House to visualize the number
of UNH students who have or will suffer from domestic violence. Each ﬂag represents a group of 10 students.
By Zoe Cullen
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In honor of Domestic Violence Awareness Month, UNH’s
Sexual Harassment and Rape
Prevention Program (SHARPP),
organized their inaugural Purple

Flag Campaign.
At UNH, SHARPP recognizes this month as Relationship
Abuse Awareness Month. On the
lawn outside of SHARPP’s ofﬁce, aka Wolff House, at 2 Pettee Brook Lane, there is a heartshaped ﬁeld of 322 small purple

ﬂags that represents the number
of UNH students who have or will
suffer from domestic violence.
Each ﬂag represents 10 individual
UNH students, so all combined
represent 3,216 UNH victims
from the Durham, Manchester
and Concord campuses. The ﬂags

will be displayed up until Friday,
Oct. 28.
SHARPP organization members found the number by using
national statistics and applying
SHARPP
continued on page 3
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continued from page 1
tures they needed, though neither
collected over 200.
Laurencelle said that he
wants the position to “to promote
UNH community development,
as well as encourage all ﬁrst year
students to get involved and enjoy
their ﬁrst year as much as possible.”
“I just feel as if there’s over
250 activities/clubs that are offered through the [Memorial
Union Building] and that a majority of these things could give an
advantage to someone in their resumes and could lead them to having a better experience at UNH,”
Laurencelle said.
Kimera said that he wants the
position for many reasons. “The
ﬁrst reason is that I want to help
people. By helping people, I mean
to make this ﬁrst year the best
year it can be, and I believe I’m
the best person for the job because
I’m a very outgoing person. So
I’m going to use this outgoingness
to reach out to people that aren’t
Halloween
continued from page 1
Cotton said. “Dressing up is just a
part of that, being anyone or anything. I think people can express
their personalities in a new way,
whether it be a serious costume, a
goofy one or a cute one. It’s just
fun.”
Some students have chosen
not to dress up and go out for
safety or personal reasons, however, and instead have found a
way to help fellow students who
do choose to party.
Last year, friends junior linguistics major Emily Fontaine and
senior social work major Megan
Clark chose to go to fraternity
row on Madbury Road in teams
and hand out jackets they had collected to female students and walk
them home, instead of participating in the traditional Halloween
festivities.
“We noticed that the girls
were so cold, especially in their
Halloween costumes, so we saw
there was such a great need not
only for them to have a walk
home, but also just to have a coat
SHARPP
continued from page 1
them to UNH graduate and undergraduate students.
Senior social work and justice studies major Jessica Lynch
is SHARPP’s outreach assistant
in charge of planning events.
She said that the biggest goal of
the Purple Flag Campaign is to
spread awareness and “give students a visual and make people
realize that this does happen and
people will be affected.”
“There are resources and we
need to keep raising awareness in
order to eventually end these issues,” Lynch said.
Lynch said that Wolff House
glows purple in the last week of
October to recognize the importance of healthy relationships.
This year SHARPP decided to
combine the Purple Flag Campaign and the ﬁve nights of glowing purple to spread even more

really spoken to about issues in
their lives…and do the best I can
to ﬁnd out about things that can
help them to better their ﬁrst year.
Second, I want the ﬁrst year class
to have the best [representative]
they can have and I’m a very, very,
very good person for that job. I’m
trustworthy, and I just want to help
people… The main reason is that I
want to be the person that represents our class [and] help us be the
best we can,” he said.
Student Body Vice President
Carley Rotenberg said she believes that the individual holding
this position should have a speciﬁc kind of “drive.”
“They want it. They’re not
doing it for the resume builder
or power trip,” Rotenberg said.
“They’re doing it because they
care.”
“No ﬁrst year students are
going to have experience, we’re
not looking for experience,” Student Body President Jonathan
Dean said. “We’re just looking
for someone who’s enthusiastic
and wants to get involved because
they’re the future.”
to keep warm,” Fontaine said.
Clark mentioned that the
group plans to hand out coats and
blankets again this year on Saturday, Oct. 29, and that they are
“very excited” to do so.
Safety on and off campus is
always a concern during popular
UNH holidays and Halloween is
no exception.
“I don’t think I am in any direct danger,” Panacopoulos said.
“I’m worried about stupid people
doing stupid things.”
UNH Police Department
Chief Paul Dean said he wants
student to have fun but be safe.
“We encourage students to
enjoy the weekend and support the
many athletic and student centered
events on campus,” Dean said.
Dean also mentioned there
will be an increased ofﬁcer presence on campus, thanks to local
public safety partners, to help with
the expected increase in calls for
service.
“We also want students to remember they are part of the Durham community and to be safe
and have fun and always remember ‘wildcats take care of wildcats,’” Dean said.
awareness.
“The goal is to have people
walk by and be empowered by
the impact of these ﬂags, these
ﬂags are actually 10 students that
will be affected in their lifetime
of this issue,” Lynch said.
Sophomore Hannah Bennett is one UNH student who has
stopped to look at the purple ﬂag
display this week. “I just read the
sign and didn’t know what they
were for. That’s really scary; one
ﬂag representing 10 students, and
just here on campus. That’s extremely eye opening,” Bennett
said.
SHARPP’s website states
that the purple ribbon is a “unifying symbol of courage, survival,
honor and dedication to ending
relationship abuse.”
SHARPP encourages students, staff and faculty to wear
a purple ribbon during Relationship Abuse Awareness Month to
honor and spread awareness of
domestic violence.
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Gov. Maggie Hassan and Planned Parenthood President Cecile Richards speak to a room of
students on their pro-choice views.
“The government should not
make any complicated family decisions,” Hassan said. “[Ayotte]
has voted for defunding Planned
Parenthood six times since she
was elected to the Senate—she’s
trying to make those decisions for
you.”
Planned Parenthood has become a topic of focus for the feminist movement, especially in this
election cycle. Legalized by Roe
v. Wade in 1972, abortion has been
among a woman’s rights to seek
out if needed. Planned Parenthood
is one of the leading institutions
that offers abortion services, and
is now being threatened by a Re-

publican-dominated Senate.
Hassan said that she has
every intention of ﬁghting for
Planned Parenthood and its continued services to women across
the country. The nonproﬁt offers
more than abortion services, like
preventative measures and pregnancy counseling.
“The battle did not end with
Roe v. Wade. We continue to ﬁght
it today, and we do because it’s
important to women everywhere
that they have these rights,” Hassan said.
Both Hassan and Richards
expressed their agenda to, as they
put it, “turn New Hampshire blue.”

The initiative starts by electing
Democrats to ofﬁce, not only in
the White House but in the House
of Representatives and Senate as
well. A Republican-dominated
Congress is the best chance they
have of defunding Planned Parenthood, effectively diminishing
women’s rights according to the
governor.
Election Day is Tuesday,
Nov. 8. Hassan encourages registered voters to show up and cast
their ballot in her support; her
agenda, she feels, would have a
tangible positive impact on the
lives of college students.

Follow us on Twitter @thenewhampshire
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SHARPP Lip Sync brings entertainment, fellowship and funds

Colleen Irvine/Staff

Winning group Alpha Xi Delta performing their lip sync routine.

By Colleen Irvine
STAFF WRITER
Students dressed in eclectic attire piled into the Memorial
Union Building’s (MUB) Granite
State Room (GSR) for the annual SHARPP Lip Sync on Tuesday night, Oct. 25. Sponsored
by UNH’s Sexual Harassment
and Rape Prevention Program
(SHARPP), and the UNH Panhellenic Council, this event gave
fraternity and sorority members a
chance to compete for the title of
“Best Lip-Syncers.”
This event had the GSR at
full capacity. Students cheered on
their favorite groups and enjoyed a
night filled with whacky routines,
cross-dressing fraternity and soror-

ity members and, of course, hilarious lip-syncing.
Not only did this event provide an exciting experience for the
performers and attendees, but also
supported SHARPP, as 100 percent of the proceeds went directly
to the sexual assault prevention organization.
“SHARPP and the Panhellenic Council co-sponsor this event,”
senior health management and
policy major, Chi Omega member
and Panhellenic President Alicia
DelVento said. “We do a lot [with
SHARPP] just kind of to get people together to celebrate what [they
do] on campus and raise money.”
With approximately 555
tickets bought at $5 per ticket,
the event raised almost $3,000 for

SHARPP.
According to sophomore
communication sciences and disorders major and SHARPP Community Educator Shannon Bryant,
October is Domestic Abuse Awareness Month, making the timing of
this event impeccable.
“I think we do this event in
October because October is a huge
month for us, considering we are
under the umbrella of relationship
abuse,” Bryant said.
However, though it’s for a
good cause, according to DelVento, the best part of the evening is
the creativity.
“You never know what the
chapters are [going to] pull out,”
DelVento said.
DelVento wasn’t kidding, as
the chapters provided a wide array
of entertainment through various
genres of music.
These performances included
Lambda Chi Alpha’s rendition of
“Tik Tok” by Ke$ha, Theta Chi’s
take on a Miley Cyrus classic,
Chi Omega channeling their inner
Cheetah Girls, Sigma Chi reenacting “Shrek,” Alpha Chi Omega’s
Backstreet Boys mash up, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon flipping on stage,
Alpha Phi throwing it back to the
Aaron Carter days, Kappa Delta
lip syncing “Juju On That Beat,”
Kappa Sigma putting Beyoncé
to shame and Sigma Phi Epsilon
dancing to the mash up of the century.
Though the efforts from all
chapters were valiant, Alpha Xi
Delta (AXiD) and Tau Kappa Ep-

silon (TKE) ultimately took home
gold. AXiD took the stage in bright
colors while breaking it down to
Bruno Mars’ “24K Magic,” while
TKE made a tribute to the Wildcats
with a rendition of “Get‘cha Head
in the Game” from the Disney
Channel Original Movie “High
School Musical.”
After the winners were announced, both front-runners celebrated in style by leaving the GSR
cheering with pride.
According to Alpha Chi
Omega member and Panhellenic
Vice President of Finance Sydney
Mannarino, the Lip Sync has been
a huge hit for years.
“It’s definitely an event that
a lot of people look forward to,”
Mannarino said. “It’s fun...and it’s
really good because it’s at the beginning of the year, so a lot of new

members from all different fraternities and sororities get to know
the older brothers and sisters and
get to know each other.”
DelVento later said that this
event goes beyond supporting
SHARPP and being high-quality
entertainment, as it shows members of sorority and fraternity life
how important their voices are
on UNH’s campus. According to
DelVento, the fraternity and sorority community makes up about 15
percent of this campus, making
their voices extremely influential on the topic of sexual assault,
which is why the partnership with
SHARPP is extremely important.
“[Lip Sync is a] really great
event,” DelVento said. “We love
working with SHARPP.”

Colleen Irvine/Staff

Kappa Sigma putting Beyoncé to shame at SHARPP Lip Sync.
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TNH PHOTO ALBUM Beast Feast

On Wednesday, Oct. 26, UNH Hospitality Services hosted its annual “Beast Feast” at
all three of the dining halls on campus. Students enjoyed a variety of spooky menu
options including “ribs of Frankenstein” (BBQ ribs) and “toasted fingernails” (nacho
chips). Adding to the fun, staff members also donned costumes and each dining hall
was decked out with Halloween décor. Check out some photos of the evening below.
PHOTOS BY CHINA WONG

EMILY YOUNG
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UNH professor researches views on climate change
By Mark Kobzik
STAFF WRITER
There are less than two
weeks left until the 2016 Election Day. After more than a year
of campaigning and billions of
dollars spent, Hillary Clinton
and Donald Trump will face off
against each other as voters go
to the ballot box. What has been
a contentious campaign will end
with one final winner who, once
in office, will have to face the issue of global climate change.
Climate change has been a
point of political tension for years.
Although the general acceptance
of the evidence for climate change
has been on the rise, the divide between Clinton and Trump voters
is severe. According to research
collected up until August 2016 by
the UNH Carsey School of Public Policy, 63 percent of voters
said they believe climate change
is occurring right now and that
humans are the cause. This has

“ One of the first [things that stand out] is

just how stable these beliefs are. How basic they are in people’s personalities. And
how unconnected they are in many cases,
from knowledge.”
Lawrence HAmilton
UNH Professor

steadily risen over the decades,
but looking at the Clinton/Trump
divide, it is rather different.
Among Clinton voters, 86
percent said that climate change
is occurring and is manmade.
Compare that with only about
30 percent of Trump voters who
acknowledge climate change as a
negative effect of long-term human consumption. These results
do not vary when looking at the
Granite State, where 87 percent of
Clinton voters accept the science

while only 32 percent of Trump
voters do. The wide range of opinion has mainly to do with where
these opposing political factions
receive their information and
whether or not they believe scientists. The two main sources that
Trump voters go to are scientists
and Fox News, while Clinton voters are typically more tuned into
scientists and websites.
The progression of voter
support in the United States for
the scientific evidence of climate

change has been changing most
since 2010, according to UNH
Professor Lawrence Hamilton.
UNH’s research into voter support of climate change and other
scientific areas has been going on
for seven years, culminating this
year in research piece that measures American opinion on the
importance of climate change,
called “Where Is the North Pole?”
One main reason for the political shift on the subject of climate change has to do with how
people are learning. The main
indicator of a switch in thought
about climate change has to do
with people’s interactions with
scientists either in person, over
social media, on websites and in
the news.
“What I think is happening,
is the scientists speaking in a lot
of different ways are gradually
getting through to the public,”
Hamilton said.
Liberals and conservatives
both see scientists, especially

NASA, as the most reputable
standard for information about
climate change, but their second
choices are quite different. The
second option for liberals is scientific websites, while the second
option for conservatives is Fox
News.
“One of the first [things that
stand out] is just how stable these
beliefs are. How basic they are
in people’s personalities. And
how unconnected they are in
many cases, from knowledge. In
a recent survey we asked where
the North Pole was and most
people don’t know, and yet they
have strong opinions on climate
change,” Hamilton said.
The day following the election, Hamilton will begin interviewing Trump supporters about
climate change to see if Republicans changed at all in their
opinions due to the Republican
nominee. The research should be
available in early December.

IN Brief
Girl accidentally gets medication from toy dispenser at pizza parlor
ROCHESTER, N.H. – (AP)
A seven-year-old girl who inserted coins into a toy dispenser
at a pizzeria received a plastic
capsule filled with medications
for blood pressure and kidney
stones instead, police said.
Rochester police Capt. Ja-

son Thomas said Tuesday that
the girl put a quarter into the machine for the third time Friday
when it spit out a container that
had at least three pills where the
toy should have been.
“I thought it was a sick joke
with the drug epidemic going

on,” the girl’s mother, Courtney Jones, told Foster’s Daily
Democrat. “I thought it was
candy made to look like medication.” But they looked real, and
she said she quietly spoke to the
manager about it and took the
pills to police.

Thomas says two of the pills
were blood pressure medication;
the third was a capsule of medication to treat kidney stones.
He says the machine is
owned by a vendor in Massachusetts. Authorities are working with the vendor to determine

how the medications got into the
machine.
The pizza place has removed its toy dispensing machines, Thomas said. Police plan
to review surveillance tape to
see if the machine was tampered
with.

#InstaTNH Snapshots from campus

Follow us @thenewhampshire
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Classified
Office Cleaner

Looking for part-time work a few nights a week? We’ve
got the job for you! Evening office cleaning in Portsmouth,
NH. Hours are 6 p.m. - 10 p. m/ Monday - Friday. You can
work three to five nights per week. Duties include emptying trash from cubicles, cleaning bathrooms, cleaning break
rooms, dusting, vacuuming, washing floors and the like.
Email mcormiermccc@gmail.com
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UNH art community collaborates on climate change exhibit
By Zerina Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
The 3S Artspace, at 319
Vaughan St. in Portsmouth, is
currently home to “Rise: Climate
Change in Our World,” an exhibition of art from UNH students,
alumni, faculty and staff. The exhibit opened up to the public on
Oct. 21 with a reception, and will
ultimately run through Nov. 12.

ever, have been ﬁnished since last
spring.
Hood said that the project was
originally initiated by NextGen
Climate NH, who had approached
the department in hopes to publicize climate change prior to the
presidential election, and do it in
a unique way through art. Moving
forward from there, professors in
the department included a project
associated with climate change in

“ We think the topic is important, of

course, and hope this sort of collaboration with groups and institutions outside
the university community will become
a more regular occurrence for our programming in the future.”
Craig Hood

Art and Art History Dept. Chair

Zerina Bajramovic/ Staff

(Above) Art on display in “Rise: Climate Change in Our World.” (Below) An exterior view of
3S Artspace. The Portsmouth gallery will be home to the exhibit through Nov. 12.

The exhibit was collaborated
on by 3S Artspace, the UNH Department of Art and Art History
and NextGen Climate NH, an environmental advocacy organization.
According to Art and Art
History Department Chair Craig
Hood, the department has been
preparing this exhibit for over a
year. The pieces of artwork, how-

their syllabi for the semester, and
alumni and staff were contacted to
contribute their works as well.
“How would climate change
inform the creative process?” was
the question proposed to the art
department and the students participating in the collaboration.
Hood shared the notion that
ART continued on page 10

Inaugural UNH Makers Expo opens registration
By Eliza Sneeden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
UNH students ﬁle in and out of the Memorial Union Building (MUB) every day, often
more than once a day. Whether it’s to evade New England’s ﬁckle weather, to meet up with
friends for coffee, or to pick up a package from Granite Square Station, the MUB, as the
sign above Union Court suggests, really is the “center of it all.”
According to MUB Assistant Director for Facilities and Events Nora Molloy, the MUB
is an ideal place to hold an exposition for UNH faculty, staff and students to showcase
creativity.
UNH will host its ﬁrst ever Makers Expo in the MUB’s Granite State Room on Dec. 2.
Individuals, departments and student organizations will be promoting and selling creative
goods as part of the expo, running 11 a.m.–6 p.m.

“ I didn’t want people to be limited to the idea of a
crafts fair. We didn’t want to box it in.”

Nora Molloy

MUB Assistant Director for Facilities and Events
fair.

Molloy purposely called the Makers Expo a “creative goods” fair rather than a “crafts”

“I didn’t want people to be limited to the idea of a crafts fair. We didn’t want to box it
in,” she said. For instance, one vendor is creating and selling video games.
At the exposition, shoppers can expect to see ceramic pieces, cards and prints, jewelry,
wrapping paper, wood burning pieces, knit goods, tapestries, dream catchers, purses, bags,
quilts, coloring books, video games, CDs and a henna tattoo booth.
Molloy said that she has a vision for an event that both promotes and celebrates the
special talents of the UNH population. She said she wants staff and students alike to appreciate one another’s artistry and that she is conﬁdent this event epitomizes the MUB’s

courtesy photo

The UNH Makers Expo is now accepting registrations for creative goods
made by UNH students, faculty and staff.

mission.
“We provide the spaces where people come together– whether it’s for ﬂu shots, for a
student organization performance or for a movie. We provide the community with our mission in a passive way, like attractive lounges where people want to gather, the food court
or the events. Having the exposition is a proactive way for us to promote community on
campus,” Molloy said.
The timing of the event overlaps with the town’s annual holiday tradition, “Light Up
Durham,” which involves a house lighting decoration contest and a tree lighting ceremony.
Expo continued on page 10
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TNH Test Kitchen: Hearty Turkey Chili
By Abigael Sleeper
ARTS EDITOR

It’s honesty time, fellow Wildcats... I’m scared
of foods touching. I know, I know, how does one
operate a make-believe newspaper test kitchen
if they can’t handle their peas mixing with their
carrots? Let me tell you, times have been tough.
On the bright side, I’ve decided that senior year
of college is a good time to work on expanding
my horizons, and this week that meant chili.
This turkey chili is both light and ﬁlling, which
satisﬁed my desire for a warm, hearty autumn
dinner as well as my roommate’s need to sculpt his
abs for Halloween. Even better, it was so delicious
I completely forgot about my fear of mixing foods.
Whip this up on a Sunday night and impress your
friends, or keep all the leftovers for yourself and
enjoy a couple of built-in weeknight dinners. Stay
warm, and as usual, happy cooking, ‘Cats!

Please

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 lb lean ground turkey
2 (15 0z) cans red kidney beans
1 can whole-kernel corn
1 can diced tomatoes
1 yellow onion (diced)
1 red bell pepper (diced)
1 green bell pepper (diced)
3 cloves fresh garlic (chopped)
1 1/4 cups chicken broth
2 tbsp olive oil
4 tbsp chili powder
1 tbsp chipotle chili powder
2 tbsp ground cumin
1 tbsp dried oregano
salt to taste

Directions
1. Dice onions and peppers. Sauté in
large pot with olive oil and garlic
over medium heat until soft (approx.
7 minutes).
2. Add ground turkey, cook until brown.
3. Add spices, stir until ingredients are
evenly coated.
4. Stir in chicken broth, beans, corn
and tomatoes. Bring to a boil, then
reduce heat and simmer 30-45 minutes, stirring occasionally.
5. Garnish with cheese, sour cream,
avocado or your favorite topping.
Enjoy!

Recycle
586 Calef Highway
Suite 1 Barrington,
NH 03824
[603] 664-5671

ACCOUNTANT
FRI & SAT 12:50 3:50 6:50
SUN - THURS

9:50PM

12:50 3:50 6:50PM

INFERNO

12:40 3:40 6:40
9:40 PM

FRI & SAT
SUN - THURS

#InstaTNH
Snapshots from campus

12:40 3:40 6:40PM

JACK REACHER

FRI & SAT 1:00 4:00 7;00
9:40PM

SUN - THURS

1:00 4:00
7:00PM

MISS PEREGRINE’S
FRI & SAT 1:30 4:30 7:30
10:00PM

SUN - THURS
OUIJA

FRI & SAT

1:30 4:30
7:30PM
1:20 4:20
7:2010:00PM

1:20 4:20
7:20PM
KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES
FRI & SAT 1:10 4:10 7:10
9:40PM

SUN - THURS

Follow us

@thenewhampshire

SUN - THURS 1:10 4:10 7:10
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ART
continued from page 8
the students working on the climate change projects were all receptive of the idea, and the project didn’t require the students to
portray climate change in a negative light. “When we went into
the project, we thought we’d see
climate deniers or political statements. We did not see anything
like that,” Hood said. “We saw
100 percent expressions of concern. It’s a generation of students
that care about the environment.”
In the press release published by UNH on Oct. 18, Hood
claimed that the exhibition is an
“unprecedented undertaking by
the art department.”
“We think the topic is important, of course, and hope this sort
of collaboration with groups and
institutions outside the university
community will become a more
regular occurrence for our programming in the future,” Hood
EXPO
continued from page 8
Molloy said that she believes the
event will tie in nicely to the larger
holiday celebration and that the
two events complement one another in the spirit of bringing the
town and university communities
together.
Molloy said that the Markers Expo would be mutually beneficial for vendors and shoppers
because the event’s date also coincides with holiday shopping for
those looking to pick up presents
for family and friends. She noted
that the vendors have a chance to
practice their trade skills while
also making money, making it a
winning situation for both parties.
“It’s a professional development opportunity for them to be
able to start presenting themselves
and talking to the public about
their work, sort of like doing a
practice interview for a traditional
career,” Molloy said.
Vendors have the potential
to range from individual students,
such as fine arts majors; student
organizations, like a cappella
groups; and campus departments,
like the Thompson School’s
greenhouse program.
The range of personalities is
not only diverse, but also extremely interdisciplinary and the talents

said.

With that in mind, Hood said
that the department is going to try
to do something similar to this exhibition in the future. As of now,
the idea that has been circulating is
an exhibition of students’ artworks
on the topic of social justice.
In regard to Friday’s opening
reception, Hood said, “It was very
exciting for the students. Most students’ art had not been at a venue
like 3S, which is a notable venue
in the region. We’re grateful for
the amount of people that attended. It’s a fun, exciting thing that I
think has generated a lot of talk.”
When visiting the gallery,
people are asked to think about
and join the conversation on climate change, as each artist offers
a different and unique perspective
in what climate change is doing to
the natural world.
The gallery is free and open
to the public until Nov. 12. The
3s Artspace gallery is open from
Tuesday through Friday 10 a.m.–6
p.m., and Saturday 12–5 p.m.
are unexpected. Molloy said she
has someone from the hospitality management department doing
handmade drawings and designs,
someone from the psychology
department doing wood burning,
someone from the neuroscience
department doing handmade jewelry and someone from the occupational therapy department doing
knit products.
Molloy was visibly excited
about this event. “We’re more
than just the job we do,” she said,
which is important to remember as
we become swept up in the rush
of work, school and reality. The
Makers Expo is a window to display the products of peoples’ most
creative selves. It’s a chance to see
what the UNH population does in
their free time in order to unwind,
allowing shoppers and vendors to
connect on a deeper, more expressive level, ultimately culminating
in a stronger community bond.
Molloy is still taking registrations and will continue to do
so up until a week before the exposition. There is a registration
fee for vendors, but no admission
fee for shoppers. Methods of payment will depend on the vendor,
so bring cash and cards.
Find out more information
at unh.edu/makersexpo and email
questions to makers.expo@unh.
edu.

Newsroom Noise presents...
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with Assistant Professor of Art Sachiko Akiyama
By Michael Valotto
Contributing Writer
There are over 200 degree programs at UNH and each is designed to push the intellect and thoughtful
reasoning of students enrolled. Art is a smaller niche within the UNH community, with about 16 professors
molding the minds of the students in their programs. UNH Assistant Professor of Art Sachiko Akiyama
focuses her energy on instructing sculpture and woodcarving. I wanted to know what Akiyama focuses her
creative energy on when not teaching the artists of tomorrow.
(Edited for clarity)
Q: Can you tell me what you do outside of school, in regard to art?
A: I’m a sculptor and I work mostly with wood, but I work with all different materials too. I just had
an [art] show and it’s still up right now in Boston [at the Matter and Light fine art gallery] through Oct. 31.
What else do I do? [asking herself] I go to artist residencies sometimes. I’m also on the board for the New
Hampshire Art Association.
Q: How do you interpret art?
A: That’s a tough question. I know my philosophy about art. The good art to me is art that has good
grammar. So it’s made really well, but it’s also linked to an idea. Maybe it’s thinking about art history, or
maybe it’s thinking about issues outside of art. For me it is more interesting if it is not just a thing in itself.
Q: How long have you been an artist for?
A: I started art school in 1998. I actually studied science in college and then I never went to medical
school and went to art school instead.
Q: Have you found yourself interpreting art differently as your career [in art] progressed?
A: I think so. I understand it more in a bigger context then I did when I first started making it. I think
my first impulse to make art was because I liked to make things, but now I’m interested in how it connects
to other people who make art or even how some artists try to think about other things besides just the object.
Q: How do you interpret your own art?
A: I like to look at all different sources for my art. I look at art history. I read a lot. I like to base it on
mythology or folk tales or symbolism from different countries. Then I like combining that also with different
kinds of styles of art.
Q: Where do you normally find your inspiration?
A: Through all those things [in previous answer] and also in nature.
Q: Do you think creativity is something you are born with or is something you can learn over time?
A: I think almost everybody is born with it [creativity], they must be. Maybe [creativity] could be from
how you are raised though. I think creativity is so important. I really hope that there is always an art department in liberal arts. For someone like me, I have a science background, but I feel that both things are equally
as important; both ways of thinking.
Q: Is there anything else I should know about you as an artist?
A: I’ve learned a lot about myself and my art-making-process by teaching. I think teaching has made
me a better artist and vice versa. I think teaching makes you think about what you believe in and what is
important to teach. I think that made me a better artist.

Songs that make us feel SPOOKY

Emily
“Thriller” - Michael Jackson

Abbi
“Creep” - Radiohead

Brian
“Monster mash” - Bubby “Boris”
Pickett

Elizabeth
“Little Boxes”
- Malvina Reynolds

Zack
“Spooky” - Dusty Springfield

Alycia
“Tiptoe Through the Tulips”
- Tiny Tim

Tyler
“The ‘Rocky Horror Picture Show’
soundtrack”

Andrew
“The ‘Halloween’ theme song”
- John Carpenter
Allie
“Superstition”- Stevie Wonder
Bret
“Lazarus” - David Bowie

Tweet your song at
@thenewhampshire or hashtag #TNHnoise, and don’t forget to check out “TNH’s songs
that make us feel spooky” on Spotify!
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From the Editor’s Desk

DrUNHk on Halloweekend

eing a college
senior, this will
be my fourth and
last UNH halloween. Since I
have loved to dress up since
I was a little kid, Halloween
is naturally one of my favorite holidays. For many of us,
Halloween went from trick-ortreating around the neighborhood, ﬁlling up a pillowcase of
sweets and having an intense
candy trading session with
friends and siblings to three or
four crazy nights of going out
and getting, as the term goes,
drUNHk.

For many of us, Halloween went from
trick-or-treating
around the neighborhood, ﬁlling up a
pillowcase of sweets
and having an intense
candy trading session
with friends and siblings to three or four
crazy nights of going
out and getting, as the
term goes, drUNHk.
I know it may be shocking to read about how much
UNH students party on Halloween in the newspaper, but
it’s the truth. You know it, I
know it, administration knows
it, the bartenders know it and

the police know it. While this
party scene may be, to us students, part of the holiday spirit,
there have been one too many
times I have seen students who
are far too intoxicated on Halloween.

This is a reaction in
the brain when an intoxicated person can’t
remember details of
events, or even entire
periods of times. It is a
period of amnesia, the
brain is incapable of
forming new memories.
Many may have used or
heard a friend use the term
“blacked out” referencing to
their night of drinking. But do
you really know what blacking out is? It’s actually really
scary. This is a reaction in the
brain when an intoxicated person can’t remember details of
events, or even entire periods
of time. It is a period of amnesia, the brain is incapable of
forming new memories.
According to sobernation.
com, a young adult’s brain is
not ﬁnished developing until the age of 25. This puts us
college age students at risk for
making dangerous decisions,
such as drinking until blacked
out. Not to mention, when one
blacks out, they not only don’t
remember what they did, but
cannot control their actions

while in the altered state. This
can lead to bad decisions as
small as doing something embarrassing to larger mistakes
like getting behind the wheel
of a vehicle or allowing and
encouraging other alcohol
impaired friends to take the
driver’s seat. It can also lead to
unwanted sexual advances or
alcohol poisoning.
According to the National
Institute of Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism “College Drinking Fact Sheet,” about 1,825
college students between ages
18-24 die from alcohol-related
unintentional injuries every
year. The 2013 study also
states that about 696,000 students between ages 18-24 have
been or will be assaulted by
another student who had been
drinking. Being the survivor
in this situation is one thing,
but being “blacked out” may
cause one to make decisions
they wouldn’t make while sober, like making the mistake
of reading an advance wrong.
Remember, one cannot give
consent the second a sip of alcohol is taken.
I am not asking you not
to go out, party or drink. What
I am asking, Wildcats, is to
drink responsibly. Listen to
your body, and respect your
personal limits. Don’t you
want to remember the fun
times you had during the notorious UNH Halloweekend?
Allison Bellucci
Executive Editor

This is a friendly reminder to our readers that we only publish Letters to the Editor from UNH community
members (students, faculty, staff and alum) and Durham residents. If you would like to send a letter to be
considered for publication in The New Hampshire, kindly send to TNH.editor@unh.edu.
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Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words.
Type them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number.
Faculty and staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132
in the MUB, email them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or its
staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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Help Me Out
It’s that time of year again.
Just last week I was calling “Hell
week” and everyone is exhausted now that midterms are mostly
over, or even still going on.
Whether you’re over-worked,
feeling unappreciated, lonely,
or scared, there’s someone out
there who can cheer you up or
comfort you. “Chain of Love” by
Clay Walker is a beautiful song
about giving back to the community and kindness between
strangers. It really shows the
possibility for love in the world
and the human race as a whole
and it’s a beautiful reminder that
maybe World Peace isn’t such a
far-ﬂung idea after all. If we all
thought this way all the time, it
would really help everyone and
maybe improve all forms of human interaction.
“You don’t owe me a thing,
I’ve been there too/Someone
once helped me out, /Just the
way I’m helping you. /If you really want to pay me back,/Here’s
what you do: /Don’t let the chain
of love end with you.”
People helping people, particularly people they don’t already know, and when it has no
beneﬁt for themselves, is one of
the most beautiful things in the
world. The concept of the last
line of the chorus, “Don’t let the
chain of love end with you” reminds me of those paper chains
we used to make in elementary
school to show the number of
days left in the school year or until Christmas break. As kids, I remember we never wanted to stop
making the chain, that it was fun
to see how long we could make
it and how much we could add to
it. I wish that as adults we could
feel the same way. If everyone
retained that same optimism,
maybe the entire world would
already have found a way to
communicate without violence,
threats or invasion.
“He was driving home one
evening,/In his beat-up Pontiac/
When an old lady ﬂagged him

musing on music

Gabrielle Lamontagne
down:/Her Mercedes had a ﬂat./
He could see that she was frightened,/Standing out there in the
snow/ ‘Til he said ‘I’m here to
help you, Ma’am. By the way,
my name’s Joe.’”
Taking the time out of your
day to stop and help someone
who is struggling, in one way or
another, can be very rewarding.
It doesn’t even have to be something as big as stopping to help
take care of someone’s ﬂat tire.
The other day I stopped in my
path to Holloway Commons to
give directions to the Paul Creative Arts Center and the really
sincere thanks that I received
was surprising and did give me
that cliche ‘warm fuzzy feeling.’
It could do the same for you.
“She couldn’t help but notice,/How the waitress smiled
so sweet/And how she must’ve
been eight months along/And
dead on her feet./And though she
didn’t know her story,/And she
probably never will/When the
waitress went to get her change,/
From a hundred dollar bill/The
lady slipped right out the door,/
And on a napkin left a note./
There were tears in the waitress’
eyes,/When she read what she
wrote.”
Don’t forget to tip your
waitresses! Okay, but seriously,
even something so small as a 20
percent tip is very important to
people who work hard to make
your dining experience great.
Don’t forget that. Also don’t for-

get that for some, this is their full
time, adult career, so don’t treat
them as inferior to you. Especially in foreign countries, where
this type of job is highly coveted
and takes years of professional
and academic training. Being
considerate even of people you
would normally take for granted
is another really great way to improve somebody’s day and possibly their life overall. I’m not
saying leave a hundred dollar
bill tip, but be generous. Generosity is deﬁnitely a good trait to
have and it can apply to so many
parts of life.
“That night when she got
home from work,/The waitress climbed into bed/She was
thinking about the money,/And
what the lady’s note had said./
As her husband lay there sleeping,/She whispered soft and
low/’Everything’s gonna be alright. I love you, Joe.’”
I think the way that this
song ends is symbolic of the
idea that you get what you give,
also known as Karma. That is,
that when you do good things
for other people, selﬂessly, often
that kindness will in some form
or another come back to you. I
don’t think it’s necessarily always so direct as this, but I think
it’s an accurate portrayal of that
concept in the long-run. I mean,
there’s only so many verses that
can ﬁt into one song.
“You don’t owe me a thing,
I’ve been there too/Someone
once helped me out,/Just the way
I’m helping you./If you really
want to pay me back, /Here’s
what you do: /Don’t let the chain
of love end with you.”
No matter how tough life is
treating you right now, remember that you’re not alone. We’ve
all been there. There are people
who can support you and help
you get through whatever you’re
struggling against; that next test
or a bad break up, or even something more extreme. You just
need to ﬁnd them. Don’t give up!
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Thumbs up

Thumbs down
Thumbs up to Halloween.
Thumbs down to stressing about
costume ideas.

Thumbs up to the Beast Feast.
Thumbs down to the gross food
names.

Thumbs up to lip syncing.
Thumbs down to not knowing the
lyrics.

Thumbs up to the World Series.
Thumbs down to the Red Sox not
being in it.

Thumbs up to turkey chili.
Thumbs down to chili breath.

Thumbs up to wearing sweaters.

Letter to the Editor
Want change? Vote all the way down the ballot
When Elizabeth Warren
spoke at UNH, she reminded us
that this year’s Democratic platform is the most progressive in
history. (Thank you, Bernie, for
your vision and tireless commitment to middle- and workingclass people).
If you want to keep the progressive ball rolling, on Nov. 8
vote for Hillary. But don’t stop at
the top of the ballot. Democratic
leadership -- across the state as
well as the nation -- will help
move Bernie’s agenda forward.
In order to enact this ambitious agenda, Hillary and Bernie
need progressives in the House
and Senate. They need you to
vote straight down the Democratic ticket. For new voters, this

is a chance in a lifetime to have
your vote determine not just the
next four years, but the next 40.
At the top, we have a stark
choice: elect a woman who has
spent her life in the service of
others, or elect a businessman
who has built an empire on the
backs of others. We can elect a
woman committed to the rights
of all, or a man who treats women as sex objects, stirs up hatred
toward minorities and makes fun
of the disabled.
We can elect a woman who
believes in the science of climate
change, or a man who sides with
Big Oil and the deniers. The
president we elect on Nov. 8 will
appoint Supreme Court Justices.
Those appointees will determine

the course of our nation -- for
decades -- on issues such as the
rights of minorities and women,
immigration, healthcare, affordable college, minimum wage, the
environment, gun control... The
list goes on.
If you choose democracy,
please vote for Hillary at the
top of the ticket. But remember:
don’t stop there. Vote for ALL
our Democratic candidates -- local, state and national -- to help
move forward our progressive
agenda.

- Robin Mower
Durham resident

Thumbs down to itchy wool.

Thumbs up to “Gilmore Girls.”
Thumbs down to having to wait a
month for the revival.
Thumbs up to TNH alumni visiting
the newsroom.
Thumbs down to losing unique
personalities.
Thumbs up/Thumbs down represents the collective opinion of The
New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body. But it more than likely does.
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Freshman Jack Dickson heads the ball in UNH’s 2-1 loss.

MSOC

continued from page 16
At exactly 4:16 after Smith’s
goal, the ‘Cats knotted up the
score at 1-1. Lalaina Randriamanantena carried the ball down
the right side of the pitch and

passed it to Wingate just inside
the box.
Wingate corralled the ball
as Harvard defenders began to
swarm in. He fired a shot that
beat Harvard keeper Kyle Parks
to his right and into the net. Randriamanantena earned his first assist of the season while Wingate
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Lalaina Randriamanantena recorded his first assist of the season on Tuesday night.
earned his fourth goal of the season. Then in overtime, at 105:34,
Harvard scored the game-winning goal to earn them the win.
The result improves out-ofconference Harvard to 9-3-2 on
the season. As for UNH, the loss
drops the Wildcats to 11-5-0 for
the season and 2-3-0 in their last

five games compared to 4-1-0 in
their first five. Head coach Marc
Hubbard was upset after the loss
as he offered a few words to how
the team could prevent similar
losses again.
“We are going to prepare like
we do for every game,” Hubbard
said. “We’re going to scout the

WSOC

NERBONNE

opportunity to avenge
the loss from the year before.
Through the deep history, head
coach Steve Welham remains focused on execution, and finishing the job this time around.
“We feel that if we execute
and do what we have to do, in
and around that goal in the final
third] that we can have a good
night [tonight],” he said.
As noted, the Wildcats
and Black Bears have always
played each other tight. Dating
back to 2014, the two played to
a 0-0 draw in double overtime.
In 2015, the Wildcats fell to the
Black Bears 2-1 in overtime.
This season, up in Orono, UNH
fell once again in the overtime
frame 1-0. The theme recurring
in each of these matchups is the
extra time needed to settle the
score.
Welham explained that the
playoff game is much different
than the regular season game
however, and that at any point,
regardless of who the opponent
may be, one moment can change
the game.
“In playoffs, it’s those one
or two special moments that
can change a game... We are
switched on the whole time in
the game,” Welham said. “For
[offense], it’s about execution
and finding how we can make
those one or two moments ours
and positive [for us].”
In the past couple of years,
the America East championship
tournament has proven to be an
unpredictable finish. The last
time a No. 1 seed went on to win
the conference title was 2011,
when Boston University, before
they disbanded from America
East, won the conference title. In
2014, UNH won the conference
championship as the No. 3 seed,
the first team to ever do so. With
a conference as competitive as
America East, any team could

“[Nerbonne] makes everyone around her better. She has it
all. [Physicality], the athleticism
and mentality. You get so few of
those. Those are the best of the
best that come to the program.
People can excel, but when they
have the full package that is the
exceptional athlete,” Balducci
said.
As a junior, Nerbonne continued her dominance starting
in all 19 games and recorded 26
points. She was also recognized
as America East Player of the
Year. She excelled in the classroom too, making the academic
honor roll while pursuing her
B.A. in outdoor education.
Therefore, senior year has
been tough for Nerbonne. A
string of losses and the recent
success of yet another playoff
berth has kept her hungry, but as
the winter season moves in, Nerbonne knows her time is almost
over.
“Playing for UNH has
meant the world to me. I actually
get choked up thinking about
the end. [It has] made me realize how close you can get with
a group of people and how much
you can be pushed to get through
tough times and experience the
best of times,” Nerbonne said.
While playing in all 16
games, captain Nerbonne has

continued from page 16

continued from page 16
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Brooke Murphy was named America East women’s soccer
Striker of the Year on Wednesday, Oct. 26.
win any given night especially
come playoff time.
“You flip a coin in this
conference anybody can beat
anybody. It just depends almost
when you play them [and] where
you play them,” Welham said.
“It’s so close, it’s so wide open,
but again, it’s step-by-step.”
Through all the parody and
excitement, the Wildcats remained dialed in on the goal of
getting the best of Maine, a team
they have not beaten since 2011,
going 0-5-1 in the years preceding. The first home playoff game
at Bremner Field since 2014
provides “an opportunity to set
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things right a little bit,” Welham
said, as the playoff demons from
last season have an opportunity
to be exercised Thursday night.
The last time the Wildcats hosted an America East quarterfinal
game, they went on to win the
conference championship.
It’s win or go home as the
two teams will do battle once
again at Bremner Field Thursday
at 7 p.m.
For more information on
UNH women’s soccer, follow
Brian on Twitter @bdunny17, or
visit the UNH athletics website
at unhwildcats.com.

team and get our guys healthy.”
UNH is on the road for the
final two games of the season. On
Saturday, Oct. 29, they play at the
University of Hartford at 7 p.m.
and wrap up the regular season
on Wednesday, Nov. 2 at the University of Vermont at 7 p.m.
helped lead the Wildcats to a
6-10 overall record and another
playoff berth. She has scored
nine goals and has totaled 19
points, but through success, Nerbonne was in it for more than the
stats.
“I’m so grateful to everyone I have played with and the
coaches for creating an atmosphere that I couldn’t imagine
not being a part of. I hope I left
my mark on this program in
some way on how to be a good
teammate,” Nerbonne said. “I
worked really, really hard at this.
I wanted to try to push others
to work hard through my work
ethic and also be as genuine as
possible.”
As the championship becomes the ultimate goal for
Nerbonne, she said she does not
know about plans after college.
“To a fault I think I have
poured myself so much into the
sport that what comes after is
something I still need to figure
out,” Nerbonne said. “I would
love to potentially do some more
with rock climbing and my outdoor education major out West
[in Colorado] or something.”
Regardless of what Nerbonne does after school, she has
made her Wildcat imprint on the
culture of athletics, as well as
spark excitement for the sport of
field hockey in others.
For more inforamtion on
Nerbonne visit unhwildcats.com.

Looking for a chance to write for
TNH sports?
Come to TNH contributors’ meetings
Mondays at 8 p.m. MUB 132
or
contact the sports desk
TNHsports@yahoo.com
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hockey preview
UNH vs. UMass Amherst

Friday at 7 p.m. Mullins Center in Amherst, Mass.
UNH is 1-3; UMass is 2-2

UNH vs. Merrimack College
Saturday at 7 p.m. Whittemore Center in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 1-3; Merrimack is 2-3-1

Let the (Hockey East) games begin
The Wildcats, who now sit at
1-3 overall on the season, need to
turn it around, and quickly. With
that in mind, there is no better
time for the Hockey East campaign to begin than this weekend.
UNH travels back to the Mullins
Center in Amherst, Massachusetts to take on the UMass Minutemen, then return home on Saturday night to take on Merrimack
College.
Since the conference was
founded in 1984, Hockey East
has been the Wildcats’ realm.

Head coach Dick Umile’s 348
wins in conference are the most
among active coaches in Hockey
East, only trailing Boston University coaching legend Jack Parker
for most of all time.
The conference slate this
weekend has highly favorable
matchups for the Wildcats, given
the circumstances of the season
thus far. The Minutemen ﬁnished
2-16-4 in conference matchups in
2015; last in the standings. Merrimack was 5-10-7 in conference
last season, slightly ahead of

UNH, which resulted in the two
teams meeting in the opening
round of the Hockey East playoffs. The Wildcats lost in three
games, the ﬁrst time they have
failed to make it past the opening
round in team history.
Despite the ending of last
year’s playoff run to Merrimack,
the Wildcats have owned the Warriors in the all time series. UNH is
71-22-10 against Merrimack all
time dating back to 1960, the ﬁrst
time these two teams did battle.
In the regular season last year,

the Wildcats never lost to the
Warriors, going 1-0-1, and have
played the Warriors to within a
goal in two of the three games in
the playoff series.
There’s a different level of
intensity, speed and skill that
comes with Hockey East matchups, as these three teams are
very familiar with eachother. The
Wildcats will have to be prepared
for anything to happen. Just last
season, UNH watched a ﬁve-goal
lead slip through their ﬁngers
against the Minutemen, which re-

sulted in a 6-6 tie.
Overall, it’s an exciting
time for college hockey. For the
Wildcats, two teams in UMass
and Merrimack that have been
struggling in the early goings
much like themselves is a great
opportunity to bounce back after
a disappointing loss to Colorado
College last weekend. Expect a
fast, high-scoring weekend as
UNH looks to prove that the No.
10 ranking in the Hockey East
preseason poll was an overtstatement.

brendan van riemsdyk

ara nazarian

CHINA WONG/STAFF
CHINA WONG/STAFF

Coach Umile’s Take:
“you cant hang your hat on whether you get
the first goal or not because it’s not the
end of the world. but it’s a tough way, especially when goals are hard to come by.”
Head coach Dick Umile

STATof theDAY

4

Patrick
Grasso’s
team-leading
goal total this
season.

TNH Picks
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor:
4-3 UNH over UMass; 5-4 MC over UNH
Zack Holler, Sports Editor:
6-3 UMass over UNH; 3-2 MC over UNH
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Wildcat gameday
UNH vs. no. 20 Stony Brook University
Saturday at 12 p.m.
Wildcat Stadium in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 5-3, 4-1 in CAA; SBU is 5-2, 4-0 in CAA

Key Matchup: Trevor Knight vs. The Stony Brook defense

CHINA WONG/ STAFF

Knight has 99 rushing attempts through eight games.

When sophomore quarterback Trevor Knight won the
starting job over senior captain
Adam Riese, the reasoning was
that Knight could create plays
with his running ability as
well as his passing. Now, eight
games through the season,
he has displayed his running
prowess, ranking second on the
team with 380 rushing yards
and three rushing touchdowns.
Knight also has found success passing the ball, but hasn’t
yet stepped up in a big game
to lead the Wildcats to victory.
His best rushing games have
come in the two home wins
this year, but he underwhelmed
throwing the ball in each game,
tossing three interceptions to
equal his passing touchdown
total. During his 314-yard passing performance against James
Madison University, Knight
was held to a mere 10-yards
rushing. For the Wildcats to defend the home turf over a No.
20, unbeaten in the Colonial
Athletic Association (CAA)
Stony Brook squad, they will
need Knight to play his best
all-around game to date.

Impact Player: Malik Love

Four Quarters

UNH rushing attack
In games that senior running back Dalton Crossan has received more than 13 carries, the Wildcats
are 5-0. Therefore, they are 0-3 when Crossan runs
the ball less than 14 times. A Wildcats victory may
be dependent on if they can get their senior bruiser
the touches he needs. Crossan is ranked third in the
CAA in rushing yards per game, averaging 92.1
yards, and became the 10th Wildcat in school history to eclipse 2,000 career rushing yards last week
at Towson University.

SBU rushing attack
Stony Brook’s rushing attack is led by junior
tailback Stacey Bedell. Bedell gave the UNH defense
nightmares in last season’s meeting, rushing for 193
yards and a touchdown as he paced the Seawolves
to a 31-6 victory. His success has carried over to this
year, as Bedell has accumulated 605 rushing yards
and 10 rushing touchdowns through seven games.
The UNH run defense has impressed all season,
ranking third in the CAA, but needs to improve this
time around against Bedell.

UNH passing offense
The emergence of Malik Love and Neil
O’Connor at the wide receiver position this season
has been vital to Knight’s success. Against JMU at
Wildcat Stadium, Knight was able to throw for over
300 yards due to Love and O’Connor’s ability to
create separation, extending plays and catching contested balls. The Seawolves are second in the CAA in
run defense, increasing the likelihood of a busy day
for Love and O’Connor.

SBU passing offense
Similar to JMU, the Seawolves’ passing game
is setup by their running game. Sophomore quarterback Joe Carbone has started every game this season
and has only one touchdown pass to show for it. Carbone has thrown six interceptions as well, but executed extremely well against the Wildcats last year.
The sophomore completed 13 of 18 attempts for 109
yards and a touchdown in a victory over UNH on
Sept. 19, 2015.

Coach Mac’s Take:
“[The Stony Brook defense is] very athletic.
They can get to multiple fronts with the
personnel they have on the field. They run
to the ball really well. They tackle really
well.”

Head coach Sean McDonnell

CHINA WONG/ STAFF

Knight is fourth in the CAA in passing yards with 1,322.

Love, a redshirt freshman,
leads the Wildcats in receptions
with 48, and leads the CAA in
receptions per game with 6.9.
Coming into the season all eyes
were on Jordan Powell, Kyon
Taylor and Rory Donovan,
yet Love and O’Connor have
emerged as the main targets due
to injuries and Powell’s previous
suspension. Now that Powell is
back at tight end, Love has even
more space to work with on the
outside.
“What makes [Love] a little
different is how hard he practices. Him and [O’Connor] are
both the same way, they’re very
smart kids,” offensive coordinator Ryan Carty said this week.
“It allows us to put him in situations to get the right matchup.”

STATof theDAY

5

Defensive
touchdowns for
UNH this season
(1st in FCS).

Moving Love around the
formation has allowed UNH to
get him the ball in various open
spaces, however, the one place
he hasn’t been yet this season is
the end zone.

TNH Picks
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor: 21-18, UNH
Zack Holler, Sports Editor: 22-20, UNH
Allie Bellucci, Executive Editor: 23-16, UNH
Ben Nawn, Staff Writer: 30-23, UNH
Sam Rogers, Staff Writer: 28-17, UNH
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Lindsey Nerbonne: driven to succeed
By BEN NAWN
STAFF WRITER
As the UNH field hockey
team heads up to Orono, Maine
on Friday, Oct. 28, one player will
be preparing up until the start of
the game.
Senior Lindsey Nerbonne
knows the ins and outs of field
hockey, but it is her work ethic
leading up to the game and positivity throughout that makes her
stand out. Nerbonne is a role
model when it comes to being not
only a UNH athlete, but a model
citizen.
“The difference between
[Nerbonne] and others is her
emotion. She has passion and although sometimes it might be to
a fault, [it is] because she is her
own toughest critic,” UNH field
hockey head coach Robin Balducci said. “Her passion and enthusiasm is so impactful to the team.
That is an intangible.”
Nerbonne, who is from Bow,
New Hampshire, played many
sports back in high school. She
was a key contributor in all of the
teams she played for. She even
was a part of a championship team
with basketball. Nerbonne scored
1,000 points in her basketball ca-

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Nerbonne is second on the team with nine goals this season. She scored 13 goals her sophomore year and 12 as a junior.
reer at Bow. The accolades range
from player of the year in two different newspapers to the Falcon
Award; a high school leadership
award. Her desire to be the best
is what makes “Nerbs,” as nicknamed by teammates, a standout

athlete.
“She is 100 percent engaged
during practice, training, and/or
gameday. Even if it is training, she
takes responsibility of the role she
has,” Balducci said. “She wants to
be the best player and wants to be

good. She accepts that responsibility. Not a lot of kids do that.”
UNH was not the first choice
for Nerbonne. She committed
to playing field hockey at Syracuse University during her freshman year and even had an assist

against Balducci’s UNH team.
Then, as a college sophomore
in 2014, Nerbonne decided to
transfer back home and made an
impact quick for the Wildcats. In
2014, she recorded 13 goals and
four assists for a total of 30 points.

NERBONNE continued on page 13

MEN’S SOCCER

WOMEN’S SOCCER

OT downs ‘Cats UNH set for playoff duel
By DANIEL CLARE
STAFF WRITER
It’s a narrative the Wildcats
have seen before: another late
game, another late-goal loss and
another heartbreak.
The UNH men’s soccer
team faced the Harvard University Crimson Tuesday night in
the final regular season home
game for the Wildcats. However,
the ‘Cats did not end on a high
note as they fell to Harvard 2-1
in double overtime.
With roughly five minutes
left in double overtime, Harvard
got a corner kick. Sam Brown
curled the ball into the UNH
penalty box where Eric Gylling
rose above the UNH defense and
headed the ball past goalkeeper
Andrew Pesci for the gamewinning goal. The play and the
finish were eerily similar to the
last-second loss to the University
at Albany on Oct. 12.
Despite the crushing loss,
the co-captain showed during the
game why he wears an armband.
Wingate played all 105:30 of
the game, despite a casted right
hand and bandaged right knee.

He finished the game with a goal
on four shots with two reaching
target.
“I just really want [to] win,
especially for the boys because
we worked so hard this season,”
Wingate said to what drives him
to play through his injuries. “I
think we can do great things, but
we can’t keep losing like this. We
have to sharpen things up and get
the wins in the next two weeks.”
In spite of the score line,
Pesci had a good game. He held
the Crimson scoreless in the first
half and had a few huge saves
in the second half that prevented Harvard from expanding its
scoreline further. He finished the
game with four saves after facing
10 shots from Harvard with two
going in.
After a scoreless, defensiveheavy first half, Harvard got on
the board with a goal at 58:27 in
the second half. In similar fashion to the goal at the end of the
game, the score came by way off
a corner kick via Brown. Daniel
Smith rose above the UNH defense and headed the ball into
the back of the net. The score
gave Harvard a 1-0 lead over the
Wildcats.
MSOC continued on page 13
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The’Cats host the Black Bears in the quarterfinals Thursday at 7 p.m. at Bremner Field.
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR
Playoff time has arrived in
Durham.
After a 6-8-3 regular season
finish, the Wildcats prepare for the

America East quarterfinal round
with a matchup against the University of Maine at Bremner Field
Thursday at 7 p.m.
Playoffs are always a highstakes intense affair, but this
match in particular has a few other
important elements to it.

This is officially the rematch
of the America East quarterfinal
matchup of 2015, in which the
Wildcats played Maine in Orono
and were eventually defeated in
penalty kicks after double overtime. This time, the Wildcats play
the role as host and now have the
WSOC continued on page 13

